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Abstract: In this paper, we model DCCP congestion control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time
systems using fluid-flow approximation. By interconnecting DCCP connections and RED routers, we model the
entire network as a feedback system calledDCCP/RED. We then analyze the steady state performance and the tran-
sient state performance of DCCP/RED. Specifically, we derive the packet transmission rate of DCCP connections,
the packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and the average queue length of the RED router in steady
state. Moreover, we investigate the parameter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED
around its equilibrium point. We also evaluate the transient state performance of DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up
time, overshoot, and settling time. Consequently, we show that the stability and the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponential weighted moving average, which is one of RED control
parameters, is small. To solve this problem, by adding changes to the function with which RED determines the
packet loss probability, we propose RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information), as an applications of our
analytic result. We analyze the transient state performance of the feedback system DCCP/RED-IQI where DCCP
connections and RED-IQI routers are interconnected. Consequently, we show that DCCP/RED-IQI has signifi-
cantly better transient state performance than DCCP/RED.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, real-time applications, such as video
streaming, IP telephone, TV conference, and network
game, become popular rapidly by increasing speed of
the network, or the rising demand for multimedia ap-
plications [1]. Generally, either UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) [2] or TCP (Transmission Control Proto-
col) [3] has been used as a transport layer protocol
for real-time applications. Since the Internet is a best-
effort network where multiple users share the network
bandwidth, all network applications need to have a
mechanism for adapting to congestion status of the
network. However, UDP is simply a protocol for data-
gram transfer, and does not have a mechanism for con-
trolling network congestion. Hence, when a real-time
application uses UDP as a transport layer protocol, it
is necessary for the application to implement a certain
congestion control mechanism at an application layer
for preventing congestion collapse of the network [4].

On the contrary, TCP has a mechanism for adjust-
ing the packet transmission rate according to the avail-
able bandwidth of the network by performing con-

gestion control between source and destination hosts.
However, TCP is a transport layer protocol origi-
nally designed for data transfer applications that can
tolerate a certain amount of transmission delay [5].
Since the congestion control mechanism of TCP is
the AIMD (Additive Increase and Multiplicative De-
crease) window flow control, the packet transmission
rate from a source host fluctuates at the time scale of
approximately round-trip time. Although such fluc-
tuation is not a problem when using TCP with non-
realtime applications such as data transfer applica-
tions, it becomes a serious problem in real-time ap-
plications such as video streaming [5].

DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol)
is therefore proposed as a new transport layer protocol
for real-time applications [6]. DCCP performs con-
gestion control between source and destination hosts,
and an application using DCCP can choose the type of
congestion control mechanisms. Currently, “TCP-like
congestion control profile” [7] that performs conges-
tion control similar to TCP, and “TFRC congestion
control profile” [8] that performs congestion control



similar to TFRC (TCP Friendly Rate Control) are pro-
posed.

In the TCP-like congestion control profile, an
AIMD window control is performed as with TCP [7].
The AIMD window control additively increases the
window size (i.e., the number of packets that can be
transmitted in a round-trip time) until a source host de-
tects network congestion. If congestion in the network
is detected, a source host multiplicatively decreases
the window size. Therefore, the packet transmission
rate of DCCP using the TCP-like congestion control
profile fluctuates at the time scale of approximately
round-trip time. Hence, for instance, DCCP with the
TCP-like congestion control profile is suitable for a
streaming application that buffers a large amount of
data at a destination host [7].

On the contrary, in the TFRC congestion con-
trol profile, variation of the packet transmission rate
caused by the TCP-like congestion control profile is
prevented, and congestion control is performed so
that the network bandwidth is fairly shared with other
competing TCP connections [8]. In DCCP with the
TFRC congestion control profile, a destination host
primarily performs congestion control. Namely, in the
TFRC congestion control profile, the destination host
detects network congestion and notifies it of a source
host. The source host adjusts the packet transmission
rate from a source host based on the congestion infor-
mation (e.g.,packet loss event rate) notified from the
destination host. For instance, DCCP with the TFRC
congestion control profile is suitable for a streaming
application that buffers a small amount of data at a
destination host [8].

Whereas DCCP performs congestion control be-
tween source and destination hosts, AQM (Active
Queue Management) mechanisms that perform con-
gestion control at routers in the network have been
capturing the spotlight in recent years [4, 9]. A rep-
resentative AQM mechanism is RED (Random Early
Detection) [10], which probabilistically discards an
arriving packet. With RED, as compared with the
conventional DropTail, the average queue length (i.e.,
the average number of packets in the buffer) of the
router can be kept small, and high throughput can be
achieved [10, 11]. In particular, keeping the average
queue length small is effective in decreasing the end-
to-end transmission delay. Hence, it is expected that
an AQM mechanism is effective for real-time applica-
tions.

In the literature, there exist not many theoret-
ical studies on DCCP [12]. On the contrary, in
the literature, many studies on the congestion control
mechanism of TCP, which is adopted in the TCP-like
congestion control profile of DCCP, have extensively
performed [13-20]. In particular, characteristics of

the mixed environment of TCP connections and RED
routers have been extensively studied. For instance,
in [14-16], the congestion control mechanism of TCP
and RED are modeled as independent discrete-time
systems. The entire network is then modeled as a
feedback system where TCP connections and the RED
router are interconnected. By applying control theory,
the steady state performance and the transient state
performance of the TCP congestion control mecha-
nism and RED are analyzed. Moreover, in [13, 17,
18], the TCP congestion control mechanism and RED
are modeled as independent continuous-time systems,
and the steady state performance of RED is analyzed.
In [20], it is shown that the transient state performance
and the robustness of RED improve, when the func-
tion with which RED determines the packet loss prob-
ability is changed to a concave function to the average
queue length.

Although characteristics of the mixed environ-
ment of TCP congestion control mechanism and RED
have been sufficiently investigated, characteristics of
the mixed environment of TFRC congestion control
mechanism and RED have not been sufficiently stud-
ied [5, 21-23]. In particular, to the best of our knowl-
edge, transient state performance of TFRC has not
been fully investigated. In [21], fairness between
TCP-friendly rate control mechanism and TCP in
steady state is evaluated with simulations and traf-
fic measurements of the Internet. Moreover, in [5],
fairness between TFRC and TCP is evaluated by sim-
ulation. The transient state performance of a TCP-
friendly rate control mechanism is also evaluated.
However, these studies assume that all routers are
DropTail and the effect of the interaction between
TFRC connections and RED routers has not been fully
investigated [22, 23].

In this paper, we therefore model DCCP con-
gestion control mechanism and RED as indepen-
dent discrete-time systems by using the modeling
approach in [14-16]. We then analyze the steady
state performance and the transient state performance
of DCCP/RED. Specifically, we derive the packet
transmission rate of DCCP connections, the packet
transmission rate, the packet loss probability, and
the average queue length of the RED router in
steady state. Moreover, we investigate the parame-
ter region where DCCP/RED operates stably by lin-
earizing DCCP/RED around its equilibrium point.
We also evaluate the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED in terms of ramp-up time, overshoot,
and settling time. Consequently, we shown that
the stability and the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of the exponen-
tial weighted moving average, which is one of RED
control parameters, is small. To solve this problem,



by adding changes to the function with which RED
determines the packet loss probability, we propose
RED-IQI (RED with Immediate Queue Information),
as an applications of our analytic result. We analyze
the transient state performance of the feedback sys-
tem DCCP/RED-IQI, where DCCP connections and
RED-IQI routers are interconnected. Consequently,
we show that DCCP/RED-IQI has significantly better
transient state performance than DCCP/RED.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly explain the overview of DCCP
and its two congestion control profiles: the TCP-
like congestion control profile and the TFRC conges-
tion control profile. In Section 3, we model DCCP
congestion control mechanism and RED as indepen-
dent discrete-time systems. By interconnecting these
models, we obtain DCCP/RED model, the model
of the entire network. In Section 4, we derive the
packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the
packet transmission rate, the packet loss probabil-
ity, and the average queue length of the RED router
in steady state. In Section 5, we analyze the tran-
sient state performance of DCCP/RED by lineariz-
ing DCCP/RED around its equilibrium point. More-
over, in Section 6, we present several numerical ex-
amples and show quantitatively how the steady state
performance and the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED change with the bottleneck link band-
width and the propagation delay of the network. We
also show that the stability and the transient state per-
formance of DCCP/RED degrade when the weight of
the exponential weighted moving average is small. In
Section 7, we propose RED-IQI by adding changes to
the function with which RED determines the packet
loss probability. We then analyze the transient state
performance of DCCP/RED-IQI. Finally, in Section 8,
we conclude this paper and discuss future works.

2 DCCP (Datagram Congestion
Control Protocol)

DCCP is a transport layer protocol designed for real-
time applications [6]. The reliable data transfer is not
guaranteed in DCCP. Namely, even if a packet is dis-
carded in the network, a source host does not retrans-
mit a lost packet.

In DCCP, applications using DCCP can choose a
congestion control mechanism by specifying the con-
gestion control profile. The identifier called CCID
(Congestion Control IDentifier) is assigned to each
congestion control profile supported by DCCP. At the
time of connection establishment, source and desti-
nation hosts of DCCP exchange information on sup-
ported CCIDs, and negotiate the congestion control

profile used during the data transfer. Moreover, DCCP
supports ECN [24] and ECN Nonce [25], which are
mechanisms by which the router explicitly notifies
the congestion occurrence of the source host. Cur-
rently, CCID2 (TCP-like congestion control profile)
and CCID3 (TFRC congestion control profile) are
supported as congestion control profiles [7, 8].

In the TCP-like congestion control profile, the
AIMD window control is performed similarly to
TCP [7]. In the AIMD window control, a source host
additively increases the window size (i.e., the num-
ber of packets that can be transmitted in a round-trip
time) until the source host detects network congestion.
If the network congestion is detected, the source host
multiplicatively decreases the window size. However,
the TCP-like congestion control profile of DCCP dif-
fers from TCP congestion control in the following
four points.

First, the congestion control of DCCP is per-
formed also to ACK packets from a destination host
to a source host using theACK Ratio mechanism [7].
The transmission rate of ACK packets that a desti-
nation host returns to a source host is determined by
the ACK Ratio. Specifically, when the ACK Ratio is
R, the destination host of DCCP will send one ACK
packet back to the source host perR data packets re-
ceived from a source host.

Second, since DCCP is an unreliable transport
layer protocol, a source host of DCCP does not re-
transmit a packet [7]. In the congestion control mech-
anism of TCP, when a packet is discarded, the source
host identifies whether it is a retransmission packet.
However, such procedure is not performed in DCCP.

Third, a destination host of DCCP can notify the
cause of a packet loss of a source host [7]. This
is realized by theData Dropped option contained in
ACK packets from a destination host to a source host.
For instance, the destination host can notify it of the
source host whether the packet loss is resulted from
bit error of the transmission link or buffer overflow at
the destination host.

Fourth, the TCP-like congestion control profile of
DCCP does not perform the flow control; i.e., only the
AIMD window control is performed. The buffer man-
agement of a destination host, which is performed by
TCP congestion control mechanism using the adver-
tising window, is not performed in DCCP.

On the contrary, in the TFRC congestion con-
trol profile, TCP-friendly congestion control that can
fairly share bandwidth with competing TCP conges-
tion control is performed, avoiding variation of the
packet transmission rate [8]. In DCCP with the TFRC
congestion control profile, congestion control is pri-
marily performed at a destination host. Namely, in
DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile, a
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Figure 1: Analytic model

destination host detects network congestion, and it
is notified of a source host. The source host ad-
justs the packet transmission rate from a source host
based on the congestion information (e.g., packet loss
event rate) notified from the destination host. The
TFRC congestion control profile of DCCP differs
from TFRC congestion control in the following point.

In the TFRC congestion control profile, a desti-
nation host can notify the cause of a packet loss of a
source host [8]. This is realized similarly to the TCP-
like congestion control profile using the Data Dropped
option contained in ACK packets.

3 Modeling DCCP and RED
In this paper, we model DCCP congestion control
mechanism and RED as independent discrete-time
systems with a time slot of∆. We model the
entire network as a single feedback system where
DCCP connections and RED routers are intercon-
nected. First, we model the congestion control mech-
anism of DCCP as a discrete-time system, where the
input is the packet arrival rate at a destination host
and the output is the packet transmission rate from a
source host. Next, we model RED as a discrete-time
system, where the input is the packet arrival rate and
the output is the packet transmission rate.

Figure 1 shows the analytic model used in this
paper.N DCCP connections share the single bottle-
neck link. All DCCP connections’ two-way propaga-
tion delays are equal, which are denoted byτ . The
bottleneck link bandwidth is denoted byµ. We denote
four control parameters of RED bymaxp (maximum
packet loss probability),maxth (maximum thresh-
old), minth (minimum threshold), andwq (weight of
exponential weighted moving average). Furthermore,
RED buffer size is denoted byL. Table 1 shows the
definition of symbols used in this analysis.

In this analysis, we introduce a concept ofthe
packet arrival rate at a destination host notified of a
source host by ACK packets, to unify the input and the

Table 1: Definition of symbols
network parameters

N number of DCCP connections
τ two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection
µ bottleneck link bandwidth
L buffer size of RED router
∆ time slot

DCCP parameters
w(k) window size of CCID2
tRTO retransmission timer of CCID2
pe(k) packet loss event rate of CCID3
R(k) round-trip time

RED parameters
maxp maximum packet loss probability
minth minimum threshold
maxth maximum threshold

wq weight of exponential weighted moving average
q(k) current queue length
q(k) average queue length
p(k) packet loss probability

output of the models to the packet arrival/transmission
rate. Since information on the arrival status of pack-
ets at a destination host is included in ACK packets,
a source host can estimate the packet arrival rate at a
destination host.

In this analysis, we assume the followings; since
DCCP is mainly used for real-time applications, it is
assumed that a source host always has data to trans-
fer. When the packet loss probability of the network
is small and DCCP congestion control works appro-
priately, DCCP operates in the congestion avoidance
phase. Therefore, DCCP with the TCP-like conges-
tion control profile is assumed to operate in the con-
gestion avoidance phase.

First, we model change of the DCCP window
size. The packet loss probability in the network is de-
noted byp, and the DCCP window size is denoted by
w. Change of the DCCP window size is given by [26]

w ← w + (1− p)
1
w
− p (1− pTO(w, p))

1
2

4w

3

−p pTO(w, p)
(

4w(k)
3
− 1

)
,

wherepTO(w, p) is the probability that DCCP detects
the packet loss by the timeout mechanism when the
window size isw and the packet loss probability is
p [27]:

pTO(w, p) =
(1− (1− p)3) (1 + (1− p)3 (1− (1− p)w−3))

(1− (1− p)w)
.

p(k) is defined as the packet loss probability at slotk
in the network,R(k) the DCCP round-trip time, and



w(k) the DCCP window size. The packet loss proba-
bility of the network that a source host detects at slot
k is given byp(k− R(k)

∆ ). Suppose that ACK packets
are not discarded due to congestion on the path from a
destination host to a source host, the ACK Ratio value
converges to 1 [7]. Hence, the DCCP window size
w(k + 1) at slotk + 1 is approximately given by

w(k + 1) � w(k) +
w(δ)
R(k)

∆
{
(1− p(δ))

1
w(k)

−p(δ)(1 − pTO(w(δ), p(δ)))
2w(k)

3

−p(δ) pTO(w(δ), p(δ))(
4w(k)

3
− 1)

}
, (1)

whereδ ≡ k −R(k)/∆.
The packet arrival rate at a destination hostx(k)

is determined by the past packet transmission rate of a
source host and the past packet loss probability in the
network,y(δ) andp(δ).

x(k) = (1− p(δ))y(δ) (2)

Thus, the DCCP packet transmission rate is given by
the following equation from change of the DCCP win-
dow size given by Eq. (1).

y(k + 1) = (3)

y(k) + ∆
x(k)

y(k)R(k)2
− 2

3
∆y(k) {y(δ) − x(k)}

×
{

1− pTO(x(δ)R(δ), 1 − x(k)
y(δ)

)
}

−∆
{

4
3
y(k)− 1

R(k)

}
{y(δ) − x(x)}

×pTO(x(δ)R(δ), 1 − x(k)
y(δ)

)

Next, we model the congestion control mecha-
nism of DCCP with the TFRC congestion control pro-
file as a discrete-time system. The inputx(k) of
DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile is the
packet arrival rate at the destination host notified of
the source host at slotk. Moreover, the outputy(k) is
the packet transmission rate from a source host at slot
k.

The packet loss event rate at slotk is defined
by pe(k), and the DCCP connection’s round-trip time
R(k). Suppose that the source host receives an ACK
packet at slotk. In this case, the DCCP source host
changes the transmission ratey(k + 1) at slotk + 1
as [28]

y(k + 1) = min (X(pe(k), R(k)), 2x(k)) , (4)

whereX(pe(k), R(k)) is given by

X(pe(k), R(k)) =
1

R(k)
√

2pe(k)
3 + tRTO

(
3
√

3pe(k)
8 pe(k)(1 + 32pe(k)2)

) ,

wheretRTO is the TCP retransmission timer, and
is can be approximated by4R(k) [28].

Supposing that a RED router discards a packet
randomly with the probabilityp, the packet loss event
ratepe measured by DCCP and the packet loss proba-
bility p at a RED router satisfy the following relation:

1
p(k)

= 1×
M∑
i=1

(
(1− pe(k))i−1 pe(k)

)

+
∞∑

i=M+1

(
i (1− pe(k))i−1 pe(k)

)
,

where M is the number of packetsM(=
R(k) y(k)) that arrive at the RED router during a
round-trip time.

Finally, we model the RED router as a discrete-
time system. The inputx(k) is the packet arrival rate
at the RED router at slotk. Moreover, the outputy(k)
is the packet transmission rate from the RED router at
slot k.

We defineµ as the bottleneck link bandwidth and
p(k) as the probability that the RED router discards
packets. Since the packet arrival rate at the RED
router isx(k), the packet transmission rate from the
RED router is given by(1− p(k))x(k). Furthermore,
since the maximum packet transmission rate from the
RED router is limited by the output link bandwidth,
the maximum ofy(k) is limited by the bottleneck link
bandwidthµ. Hence, the outputy(k) of RED is given
by [26]

y(k) = min((1 − p(k))x(k), µ). (5)

The current queue length of RED at slotk is de-
noted byq(k), and the average queue length is de-
noted byq(k). When the buffer size of the RED router
is L, the current queue lengthq(k + 1) at slotk + 1 is
given by [26]

q(k + 1) = (6)

min [max {q(k) + (x(k)− µ)∆, 0} , L] .

Let q be the current queue length of RED, andq
be the average queue length of RED. RED updates the
average queue lengthq for every packet receipt as [10]

q ← (1− wq) q + wq q. (7)



Since the packet arrival rate at slotk is x(k), the aver-
age queue lengthq(k) at slotk + 1 is approximately
given by [26]

q(k + 1) � q(k) + x(k)∆ wq(q(k)− q(k)).(8)

RED determines the packet loss probabilitypb(k)
from its average queue lengthq(k) [10] as

pb(k) =




0 if q(k) < minth
maxp

maxth −minth
(q(k)−minth)

if minth ≤ q(k) < maxth

1 if q(k) ≥ maxth.

(9)

Finally, the RED router discards arriving packets
with the probabilitypa(k) determined by

pa(k) =
pb(k)

1− count× pb(k)
, (10)

wherecount is the number of packets arrived at the
router since the last packet discarded. Since the packet
loss probabilityp(k) in the RED router is the average
of pa(k), it is given by [10]

p(k) =
2pb(k)

1 + pb(k)
. (11)

Note that using the current queue lengthq(k) of
RED, a DCCP connection’s round-trip time at slotk
is given by

R(k) =
q(k)
µ

+ τ.

4 Steady State Analysis
In what follows, we analyze the steady state perfor-
mance of DCCP/RED utilizing analytic models con-
structed in Section 3. Specifically, we derive the
packet transmission rate of DCCP connections, the
packet transmission rate, the packet loss probability,
and the average queue length of RED in steady state.
In Section 6, we will validate our approximate analy-
sis by comparing numerical examples with simulation
ones.

Since the congestion control mechanism of
DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile is
the AIMD window control, the window size oscillates
when the feedback delay is not negligible. Conse-
quently, the packet transmission rate never converges
to a fixed value. Note that the output from our DCCP
model with the TCP-like congestion control profile

represents not an instantaneous value of the oscillat-
ing packet transmission rate, but the expected value of
the packet transmission rate.

The packet transmission rate of DCCP and RED
in steady state (k → ∞) are denoted byy∗D andy∗R,
respectively. LetN be the number of DCCP connec-
tions. We can numerically obtainy∗D andy∗R by solv-

ing equationsy(k + 1) = y(k) = y∗R, x(k) = y∗
R

N
(Eq. (3)),y(k + 1) = y(k) = y∗D, andx(k) = N y∗D
(Eq. (5)). Focusing on the inputx∗R and the outputy∗R
of a RED router, we have the following relation

y∗R = (1− p∗)x∗
R, (12)

wherep∗ is the packet loss probability at the RED
router in steady state. We can obtainp∗ by solving
Eq. (12) forp∗. Furthermore, from Eqs. (9) and ( 11),
we can easily obtain the average queue lengthq∗ of
the RED router.

5 Transient State Analysis
We then analyze the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED by linearizing the discrete-time model
around its equilibrium point.

First, we focus on the feedback system where
DCCP connections with the TCP-like congestion con-
trol profile and RED routers are interconnected. The
state of DCCP and RED is determined by the packet
arrival ratexD(k) at the destination host (notified by a
destination host via ACK packets) at slotk, the packet
transmission ratesyD(k) · · · yD(k − R(k)

∆ ) from the
source host, the packet arrival/transmission rate of the
RED router at slotk, xR(k) andyR(k). We introduce
a state vectorx(k) that are composed of differences
between each state variable at slotk and its equilib-
rium value:

x(k) ≡




xD(k) − x∗
D

yD(k) − y∗D
...

yD(k − R(k)
∆ ) − y∗D

xR(k) − x∗
R

yR(k) − y∗R




We focus on state transition between slotk and slot
k+1. Although all discrete models (Eqs. (1)–(3), (5)–
(11)) in our analysis are nonlinear, they can be writ-
ten in the following matrix form by linearizing them
around their equilibrium valuesx∗D, y∗D, x∗

R, andy∗R.

x(k + 1) = Ax(k), (13)

whereA is the state transition matrix of the state vec-
tor fromx(k) tox(k+1). The eigenvalues of the state



transition matrixA determine the transient state per-
formance (i.e., convergence performance to the equi-
librium point) of the discrete-time systems given by
Eqs. (1)–(3), (5)–(11) [29]. Letλi(1 ≤ i ≤ R(k)

∆ +3)
be the eigenvalues of the state transition matrixA.
The maximum absolute value of eigenvalues (maxi-
mum modulus) determines the stability and the tran-
sient state performance of the feedback system around
its equilibrium point [29]. It is known that the smaller
the maximum modulus is, the better the transient state
performance becomes. It is also known that the sys-
tem is stable if the maximum modulus is less than 1.0.

Next, we focus on the feedback system where
DCCP connections with the TFRC congestion con-
trol profile and RED routers are interconnected. The
state of DCCP with the TFRC congestion control pro-
file and RED are determined by the packet arrival rate
xD(k) at the destination host at slotk , the packet
transmission ratesyD(k) · · · yD(k − R(k)

∆ ) from the
source host, and the packet arrival/transmission rate
of RED,at slotk, xR(k) andyR(k). Hence, the state
vectorx(k) that are composed of differences between
each state variable at slotk and its equilibrium value
is given by (14).

We assume that the DCCP destination host sends
an ACK packet to its source host everyn slots. We
focus on state transition between slotk and slotk+n.
Although all discrete models in our analysis (Eqs. (4)–
(11)) are nonlinear, they can be written in the follow-
ing matrix form by linearizing them around their equi-
librium valuesx∗D, y∗D, x∗

R, andy∗R.

x(k + n) = ABn−1x(k), (14)

whereA is the state transition matrix of the state vec-
tor fromx(k) tox(k+1) when the DCCP source host
receives an ACK packet (Eq. (4)). Moreover,B is the
state transition matrix of the state vector fromx(k) to
x(k+1) when the DCCP source host does not receive
any ACK packet (i.e.,x(k + 1) = x(k)). ABn−1

is the state transition matrix of the state vector from
x(k) to x(k + n). The eigenvalues of the state transi-
tion matrix determine the transient state performance
(i.e., the convergence performance to the equilibrium
point) of the discrete-time system given by Eqs. (4)–
(11).

6 Numerical Examples
In this section, by presenting some numerical ex-
amples, we show quantitatively how the steady state
performance and the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED change according to the bottleneck link
bandwidth and the propagation delay of the network.

Furthermore, we validate our approximate analysis by
comparing analytic results with simulation ones.

Unless explicitly stated, in the following numeri-
cal examples and simulations, values shown in Tab. 2
are used as control parameters and system parameters.
We performed simulation using ns-2 for the network
topology shown in Fig. 1. In this network, the link
between two RED routers is the bottleneck, so that
we focus on the packet loss probability and the aver-
age queue length of the upstream RED router. We run
simulation for 150 [s] and used simulation result of the
last 100 [s] for measuring DCCP connections’ packet
transmission rates and the packet loss probability of
the RED router. We repeated simulation 10 times and
measured averages of the DCCP connections’ packet
transmission rates and the packet loss probability of
the RED router.

First, we focus on the steady state performance
of DCCP/RED. We show the DCCP packet transmis-
sion rate for different settings of the bottleneck link
bandwidth in Fig. 2. Here, we configure the DCCP
connection’s two-way propagation delay toτ = 50
and τ = 100 [ms]. Figure 2(a) shows results for
DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile.
Figure 2(b) shows for DCCP with the TFRC conges-
tion control profile.

These figures indicate that the DCCP packet
transmission rate increases as the bottleneck link
bandwidth increases. Moreover, we compare analytic
results with simulation ones. In DCCP with the TCP-
like congestion control profile, some errors are ob-
served between analytic results and simulation ones in
the region where bottleneck link bandwidth is large.
In other region, analytic results and simulation ones
coincide closely.

We show the packet loss probability of the RED
router for different settings of the bottleneck link
bandwidth in Fig. 3. The DCCP connection’s two-
way propagation delay is configured toτ = 50 and
τ = 100 [ms]. Figure 3(a) shows results for DCCP
with the TCP-like congestion control profile. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows for DCCP with the TFRC congestion
control profile. These figures show that the packet loss
probability of RED decreases rapidly as the bottleneck
link bandwidth increases. Moreover, it indicates that
analytic results and simulation ones coincide with suf-
ficient accuracy.

Next, we focus on the transient state performance
of DCCP/RED. Figure 4 shows the maximum mod-
ulus of the state transition matrix (A or ABn−1) of
DCCP/RED for different settings of the bottleneck
link bandwidth. Figure 4(a) shows results for DCCP
with the TCP-like congestion control profile (Eq. (3)).
Figure 4(b) shows results for DCCP with the TFRC
congestion control profile (Eq. (4)). In these figures,



Table 2: Parameters used in numerical example and simulation
network parameters

number of DCCP connections N 10
two-way propagation delay of DCCP connection τ 50, 100 [ms]
access link bandwidth 10µ [Mbit/s]
packet length of DCCP connection 1000 [byte]

RED parameters
maximum packet loss probability maxp 0.1
minimum threshold minth 20 [packet]
maximum threshold maxth 100 [packet]
weight of exponential weighted moving average wq 0.002
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Figure 2: DCCP/RED steady state performance (DCCP packet transmission rate)

the weightwq of the exponential weighted moving
average of RED is configured to 0.0002, 0.002 and
0.02. Moreover, the number of DCCP connections is
N = 1, and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP
connection isτ = 10 [ms].

These figures show that the maximum modulus
increases as the bottleneck link bandwidth increases.
This means that the transient state performance of
DCCP/RED degrades as the bottleneck link band-
width increases. Moreover, it can be found that the
maximum modulus increases as the weightwq of the
exponential weighted moving average of RED be-
comes small. This can be explained as follows. The
time for the average queue length of RED following
change of the network state increases as the weight
wq of the exponential weighted moving average be-
comes small. Hence, it becomes slow that the packet
loss probability of RED follows change of the network
state. Namely, settingwq to be a small value has the
same effect with increasing the feedback delay of the
entire network.

Finally, we investigate how the maximum mod-
ulus of the state transition matrix of DCCP/RED af-
fects the transient state performance of DCCP/RED.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average queue
length q(k) of RED. Figure 5(a) shows results for
DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile.
Figure 5(b) shows for DCCP with the TFRC conges-
tion control profile.

Furthermore, the average queue lengthq∗, the
maximum modulusλ of the state transition matrix
of DCCP/RED, ramp-up time, overshoot and settling
time are shown in Tab. 3. In our experiments, ramp-
up time is defined as the time required for the aver-
age queue length of RED to reach 95% of the equi-
librium value. Overshoot is defined as the maximum
difference of the average queue length of RED from
the equilibrium value. Settling time is defined as the
time required for the average queue length of RED to
be settled within 5% of the equilibrium value. The
weight wq of the exponential weighted moving aver-
age of RED is configured to 0.0002, 0.002 and 0.02.
Moreover, the number of DCCP connections isN =
1, the bottleneck link bandwidth isµ = 4 [Mbit/s],
and the two-way propagation delay of DCCP isτ =
10 [ms].

These results show that the ramp-up time and the
settling time become small as the weightwq of the ex-
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Figure 3: DCCP/RED steady state performance (RED packet loss probability)
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Figure 4: DCCP/RED transient state performance (maximum modulus of the state transition matrix)

ponential weighted moving average of RED becomes
large. Moreover, comparison of DCCP with the TCP-
like congestion control profile and DCCP with the
TFRC congestion control profile indicates that each
congestion control profile shows different characteris-
tics regarding the overshoot. Namely, the overshoot
of DCCP with the TCP-like congestion control profile
becomes small as the weightwq of the exponential
weighted moving average becomes large. On the con-
trary, overshoot of DCCP with the TFRC congestion
control profile becomes large aswq becomes large.

7 RED-IQI (RED with Immediate
Queue Information)

In Section 6, in the system where DCCP connections
and RED routers are interconnected, we have shown
that the settling time becomes large as the weightwq

of the exponential weighted moving average becomes
small.

The packet loss probabilitypb of the RED

router is determined by the liner function of(q −
minth)/(maxth − minth) (Eq.9). We call (q −
minth)/(maxth −minth) queue occupancy. Use of
this function is determined without sufficiently taking
account of the steady state performance and the tran-
sient state performance of RED. It is known that when
the concave function is used as the function that deter-
mines the packet loss probabilitypb of the RED router,
the transient state performance and the robustness of
RED improve [20].

Therefore, in this section, to improve the sta-
bility and transient state performance of the system
where DCCP connections and RED routers are in-
terconnected, we propose a RED-IQI (RED with Im-
mediate Queue Information) by adding the following
changes to RED.

First, we change the calculation method of the av-
erage queue length of RED. In RED-IQI, the weight
of the exponential weighted moving average is set to
wq = 1. Thereby, the feedback delay of DCCP/RED-
IQI becomes small, and the stability and the transient
state performance are expected to improve. However,
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Figure 5: DCCP/RED transient state performance (evolution of RED average queue length)

Table 3: DCCP/RED transient state performance indices
wq profile q∗ λ ramp-up time [ms] overshoot [packet] settling time [ms]

0.0002 CCID2 51.443 0.9996 560 27.846 36140
0.002 CCID2 51.443 0.9967 270 24.996 7960
0.02 CCID2 51.443 0.9678 180 17.217 920

0.0002 CCID3 71.724 0.9995 380 44.189 35320
0.002 CCID3 71.724 0.9954 40 45.408 7200
0.02 CCID3 71.724 0.9533 30 54.653 1960

by configuring towq = 1, the packet loss probabil-
ity of RED-IQI may sensitively fluctuate according
to temporary variation of the network state. How-
ever, since the AIMD congestion control is used in the
TCP-like congestion control profile, it is thought that
the variation of the packet loss probability causes little
performance degradation. On the other hand, since the
TFRC congestion control profile smooths the packet
loss event rate [28], it is thought that the variation of
the packet loss probability is also causes little perfor-
mance degradation.

Next, we change the function that determines the
packet loss probability of RED. RED determines the
packet loss probability using the linear function to the
queue occupancy. In RED-IQI, we change this func-
tion to a concave function. Specifically, we change the
function that determines the packet loss probabilitypb
to

pb = maxp Gφ

(
q −minth

maxth −minth

)
, (15)

whereGφ(x) is defined as

Gφ(x) =
(
1−

√
1− x2

)φ
. (16)

φ(> 0) is a parameter determining the concavity. In

order forGφ to be concave,

d2Gφ(x)
dx2

=
1

(1− x2) 3
2

{
φ

(
1−

√
1− x2

)φ−2

×
(
1 +

√
1− x2

(
(φ− 1) x2 − 1

))}
≥ 0

must be satisfied. By solving the above inequality for
φ, we have

φ ≥ lim
x→0

−1 +
√

1− x2 + x2
√

1− x2

x2
√

1− x2

=
1
2
. (17)

In what follows, by presenting several numerical
examples, we show quantitatively how the transient
state performance of DCCP/RED-IQI changes with
the bandwidth and the propagation delay of the net-
work. First, we focus on the transient state perfor-
mance of DCCP/RED-IQI. Figure 6 shows the max-
imum modulus of the state transition matrix (A or
ABn−1) of DCCP/RED-IQI for different settings of
the bottleneck link bandwidth. Figure. 6(a) shows
results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion con-
trol profile (Eq. (3)). Figure. 6(b) shows results
for DCCP with the TFRC congestion control profile
(Eq. (4)). For comparison purposes, the maximum



modulus of the state transition matrix of DCCP/RED
is also shown in the figure. Here, the weightwq of
the exponential weighted moving average of RED is
configured to 0.002. Moreover, the number of DCCP
connections isN = 1, and the two-way propagation
delay of DCCP connection isτ = 10 [ms].

It can be found that the maximum modulus
of DCCP/RED-IQI increases as the bottleneck link
bandwidth increases from this figure. Moreover, by
comparing the maximum modulus of DCCP/RED-
IQI with that of DCCP/RED, it can be found that
the value of DCCP/RED-IQI is smaller than that of
DCCP/RED. This means that DCCP/RED-IQI oper-
ates more stably than DCCP/RED.

Next, we show the evolution of the average queue
lengthq(k) of RED-IQI in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the
average queue lengthq∗, the maximum modulusλ of
the state transition matrix, ramp-up time, overshoot
and settling time of DCCP/RED-IQI are shown in
Tab. 4. For comparison purposes, the average queue
lengthq∗, maximum modulusλ of the state transition
matrix, ramp-up time, and overshoot and settling time
of DCCP/RED are also shown in Tab. 4. Here, the
weight wq of the exponential weighted moving av-
erage of RED is configured to 0.002. The number
of DCCP connections isN = 1, the bottleneck link
bandwidth isµ = 4 [Mbit/s], and the two-way prop-
agation delay of DCCP isτ = 10 [ms]. Figure 7(a)
shows results for DCCP with the TCP-like congestion
control profile. Figure 7(b) shows results for DCCP
with the TFRC congestion control profile. These re-
sults show that the overshoot and the settling time
of DCCP/RED-IQI become smaller and the ramp-up
time of DCCP/RED-IQI becomes larger than those of
DCCP/RED.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have modeled DCCP congestion
control mechanism and RED as independent discrete-
time systems, and have modeled the entire network as
a feedback system by interconnecting DCCP connec-
tions and RED routers. We have analyzed the steady
state and transient state performance of DCCP/RED.
We have derived the packet transmission rate of
DCCP connections, the packet transmission rate, the
packet loss probability, and the average queue length
of the RED router in steady state. We have also de-
rived the parameter region where DCCP/RED oper-
ates stably by linearizing DCCP/RED model around
its equilibrium point. Furthermore, we have evalu-
ated the transient state performance of DCCP/RED in
terms of ramp-up time, overshoot, and settling time.
Consequently, we have shown that the stability and the

transient state performance of DCCP/RED degrade
when the weight of the exponential weighted moving
average is small. By adding changes to the function
with which RED determines the packet loss probabil-
ity, we propose RED-IQI. We have shown that RED-
IQI significantly improves the transient state perfor-
mance such as the maximum modulus, the overshoot
and the settling time compared with RED. As future
work, it would be interesting to analyze large-scale
networks by applying the analytic approach proposed
in [26] to the DCCP/RED model derived in this paper.
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